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Cognitive	processing	activates	the	posterior	lobes	
of	the	cerebellum,	corresponding	to	contralateral	
areas	of	the	cerebrum.
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We	predicted	complementary	cerebral	
lateralisation	and	contralateral	
cerebellar	activation.
Univariate	Analysis
AND	>	OR			L.I.		- 0.493
OR	>	AND			L.I.	+	0.362
The	right	cerebellum	is	more	relevant	to	linguistic	
processing;	the	left	cerebellum	is	more	
concerned	with	spatial	information.
The	right	cerebral	hemisphere	manages	conflicts	
by	assessing,	rejecting,	or	refining	explanations	
when	faced	with	new	evidence.	The	left	cerebral	
hemisphere	builds	coherence	by	drawing	
inferences	or	creating	explanations	at	the	cost	of	
ignoring	evidence	or	clashing	explanations.
Resting	State	Netw
orks
We	investigated	the	role	of	cortico-
cerebellar	pathways	in	understanding	
the	discourse	connectives	AND &	OR.
AND	activates	the	right	cerebral	and	
the	left	cerebellar	hemispheres.
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OR	activates	the	left	cerebral	and	the	
right	cerebellar	hemispheres.
Neural	patterns	revealed	by	whole-brain	
searchlight	analysis	suggest	rapid	
recruitment	of	spatial	reasoning	cortical	
areas	upon	hearing	the	two	connectives.
The	connective	AND	evokes	a	single	Gestalt	by	
accumulating	and	merging	information.	The	
connective	OR	evokes	two	Gestalts.
